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Deacon Lu’s words made Kai stare, it looked like the situation followed what he had
expected.

That Song Qingping really wasn’t what he appeared to be, this fellow was very ambitious.

“Deacon Lu, what exactly has happened to the Demon Spirit Sect?”

Kai asked Deacon Lu to speak clearly!

Deacon Lu sighed and said, “That Song Qingping killed the Patriarch a long time ago, and
has been secretly controlling the Demon Spirit Sect, cultivating his own cronies, and now the
time is ripe, this is to annex our Demon Spirit Sect.”

As Deacon Lu was speaking, several senior members of the Demon Spirit Sect had already
caught up behind him!

Upon seeing Kai, several of them were slightly stunned, and one of them pointed at Deacon
Lu and said, “Deacon Lu, behave yourself and follow us back, this is the Vice Patriarch’s
wish, or else we will have to be ungracious.”

“Hmph, you traitors, the Patriarch treated you well back then, and now that the Patriarch has
been killed, you don’t say anything about avenging the Patriarch, but you even act as
traitors.”

Deacon Lu opened his mouth at a few of the senior members and cursed!

In a hurry, the senior members of the Demon Spirit Sect also had ugly faces, after all, no one
wanted to be scolded as a traitor!

“Deacon Lu, we also just want to stay alive, I hope you won’t give us a hard time.”



The senior slowly walked towards Deacon Lu!

Deacon Lu gritted his teeth and took a desperate stance!

“You are originally from the same clan, how can you turn around and kill each other? Just
because of that one Song Qingping?”

Kai said as he stepped forward and blocked in front of Deacon Lu.

When that Demon Spirit Sect senior saw this, his face turned slightly cold as he said, “Kai,
this is our Demon Spirit Sect’s family matter, it has nothing to do with you, so you better not
interfere.”

“I am now in a cooperative relationship with the Demon Spirit Sect, so of course I have to
interfere when something happens to the Demon Spirit Sect.”

“Now you guys get back and tell that Song Qingping that I’ve come to take his dog’s life.”

Kai said with a cold smile.

Seeing Kai say this, the faces of those few Demon Spirit Sect executives all turned ugly!

“Damn it, didn’t you hear what Mr. Chen said?”

Jiang Wei cursed, and immediately afterwards, those Jiang Clan experts behind him
surrounded those few Demon Spirit Sect executives with a clatter!

The few Demon Spirit Sect executives were scared silly at the sight!

They could have betrayed the clan in order to stay alive, but now that they were facing
danger, several of them all turned pale!

If they really fought, the few of them would definitely not be a match!

“Alright, we will go back now and inform the Vice Patriarch.”

That Demon Spirit Sect senior nodded, then slowly retreated backwards!



Only when there were no more dangerous positions did they turn around and open the
secret realm gate, walking straight in!

As those Demon Spirit Sect executives walked back, Deacon Lu suddenly knelt down to Kai:
“Thank you Mr. Chen for saving my life, I also hope that Mr. Chen can save our Demon Spirit
Sect from the fire, many people are now being forced by that Song Qingping.”

“Deacon Lu, I will also get rid of that Song Qingping without you saying so.”

Kai followed the Martial Dao Alliance, and behind the Martial Dao Alliance was the Demon
Heart Sect, and Song Qingping was now going to lead the Demon Spirit Sect to submit to
the Demon Heart Sect, there was no way Kai would let him have his way.

“With this word from Mr. Chen, then our Demon Spirit Sect will be saved, I will take you into
the secret realm ……”

“If the method of entering the secret realm is changed at the back, then we won’t be able to
enter.”

After Deacon Lu finished speaking, he led Kai and the others through the secret realm gate
to the Demon Spirit Sect!

And at that moment, Ning Zhi, after dealing with a few of the Demon Spirit Sect’s senior
members who had resisted him, took control of the entire Demon Spirit Sect!

Now he was even the true patriarch of the Demon Spirit Sect, and Song Qingping was still
longing for his future, when the aura recovered and the Blood Demon resurrected, then the
whole world would be theirs.

An excited Song Qingping returned to his room, Zhou Jie was by now lying on the floor
exhausted, Zhou Jie had tried his best to break through the spell formation around the
room, but he still couldn’t break out.
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When she saw that Song Qingping had returned, Zhou Jie instinctively tried to stand up, but
her body had already lost its strength!

Zhou Jie’s eyes looked at Song Qingping angrily, she had never thought that Song Qingping
would be such a person!

Seeing Zhou Jie’s angry gaze, Song Qingping didn’t think anything of it, but slowly squatted
down and gently stroked Zhou Jie’s face, “You don’t have to look at me like that, I’m telling
you, the whole Demon Spirit Sect is mine now, and you’ll be the Patriarch’s wife from now
on, you should be happy.”

As Song Qingping said that, he directly jumped onto Zhou Jie’s body and kissed her
desperately!

Zhou Jie didn’t comply, and bit Song Qingping fiercely!

Song Qingping gave Zhou Jie two direct slaps, knocking blood out of the corners of Zhou
Jie’s mouth!

“I’m telling you, you’ve been mine for a long time, why are you still pretending here.”

After saying that, Song Qingping carried Zhou Jie to the bed and began to vent his unfulfilled
animal lust!

Zhou Jie could only turn her head to the side and shed tears in silence!

At this moment, Deacon Lu had already led Kai into the Demon Spirit Sect’s main hall!

Just as they rushed in, they were surrounded by the Demon Spirit Sect’s people!



Deacon Lu looked at these Demon Spirit Sect people and an inexplicable sadness flashed
across his face!

“You’re all from the Demon Spirit Sect, how come you’re all traitors? Where is that Song
Qingping?”

Deacon Lu shouted!

One by one, none of those people from the Demon Spirit Sect said anything, in fact they
didn’t want to make a move against Deacon Lu either.

“Deacon Lu, you’d better run away quickly while the Vice Patriarch is not here, and we won’t
make things difficult for you ……”

At this time, a senior member of the Demon Spirit Sect stood out and said.

“I am not leaving, if I leave, the Demon Spirit Sect will really be finished, I brought Mr. Chen
here, we are here to kill that Song Qingping.”

Deacon Lu said.

“Hmph, Deacon Lu, you are too arrogant, is the Vice Patriarch also something you can kill?”

Several of Song Qingping’s cronies walked over, these were the guys who supported Song
Qingping the most.

Deacon Lu was just about to speak, but Kai snatched him up and said, “It’s not him who
wants to kill Song Qingping, it’s me who wants to kill him.”

“Kai, this is a family matter of our Demon Spirit Sect, what does it have to do with you?”

One of them said.

“It doesn’t matter, I just don’t like that Song Qingping and I want to kill him, is that alright?”

Kai asked with a provocative face.

“You ……”



With this, it directly rendered several of that Song Qingping’s cronies speechless!

“Go and shout Song Qingping out, or else you will be the ones who die.”

Kai said coldly.

“Kai, you should not be too ……”

One of them had just opened his mouth when he saw a terrifying aura suddenly erupt from
Kai’s body, followed by a fist smashing out!

A terrifying fist wind swept through the man’s body as this fist viciously smashed into the
man’s body, only to explode him!

Boom!

The flesh and blood scattered in all directions, causing the whole hall to be filled with the
smell of blood!

That was why Kai did so, he knew that to suppress these people, he could only use
thunderbolts to make them afraid, and only then would it be easier to deal with them!

Sure enough, Kai’s punch instantly shocked everyone!

Even a few of Song Qingping’s cronies turned pale with fear and retreated backwards one
after another!

“Go and call Song Qingping here, or else the fate of the few of you will be death ……”

Kai said expressionlessly.

A few guys looked at the long ago shattered corpses of their companions and turned and
ran in fear!

The remaining people of the Demon Spirit Sect in the main hall were all too afraid to
breathe, they did not expect that Kai’s strength would be so terrifying!



And at this moment, Song Qingping was desperately venting his frustrations inside the
room!

At that moment, the door of the room was suddenly pushed open and several of Song
Qingping’s cronies hurriedly ran in!

But when they saw the scene in front of them, they were instantly frozen!
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How could they not like to think that Song Qingping had just taken over the Demon Spirit
Sect and was in the mood to play with women!

When Song Qingping saw this, he became furious and shouted, “Get out ……”

A few of his cronies hurriedly ran out, then anxiously exclaimed, “Sovereign, it’s not good,
that Deacon Lu has rushed in with Kai and brought quite a few people with him.”

When Song Qingping heard this, he instantly froze, followed by jumping off the bed and
questioning loudly, “Who did you say it was?”

“Kai, it’s that Kai!”

A close friend said.

“Impossible, that Kai should have been captured long ago by now, how could he have come
to the Demon Spirit Sect?”

Song Qingping knew that Kai had taken the Dispersing Energy Water, and Ning Zhi had gone
to capture that Kai, so how could he possibly appear here.



“Sovereign, it was indeed that Kai, and just now he killed one of our men.”

Another close friend also said anxiously.

When Song Qingping heard this, he had to believe it and said with a tight frown, “That’s really
strange, could it be that Kai didn’t take the Dissipating Energy Water at all?”

Thinking of this, Song Qingping took a sharp glance at Zhou Jie lying on the bed, followed
by anger in his eyes!

Kai’s power had not disappeared, and he was still here, so the only explanation was that
Zhou Jie had lied to them and had not given Kai the Dissipating Power Water.

After giving Zhou Jie a fierce glare, Song Qingping led his men quickly towards the main
hall!

Song Qingping left, but he forgot to reactivate the spell formation. Seeing this, Zhou Jie
hurriedly dressed and got up from the bed with difficulty, and also walked out of the room!

Soon, Song Qingping arrived in the middle of the main hall!

When he saw that it was indeed Kai, Song Qingping’s face turned very ugly!

However, Song Qingping still maintained the same courteous and polite attitude as before
and went up to Kai and said, “Mr. Chen, I wonder what you are doing here in my Demon Spirit
Sect at such a late hour?”

When Kai saw that this Song Qingping was still pretending even at this hour, he couldn’t help
but snort coldly!

“Song Qingping, what exactly is your intention in cooperating with me, Jia Yi, and
subsequently tricking me into coming here?”

Kai asked bluntly.

“What kind of words are these, Mr. Chen? I really want to work with Mr. Chen, and everything
I told Mr. Chen is the truth.”

“Is it true that I told you about the Ten Thousand Year Herb?”



“Did I tell you about the place where the aura is revived?”

“How can you doubt my sincerity?”

Song Qingping surprisingly even pretended to look aggrieved as he said to Kai.

As Kai looked at Song Qingping’s acting appearance, the corners of his mouth lifted slightly,
“Song Qingping, what is this Deacon Lu all about? I heard that your Demon Spirit Sect is
going to follow the Demon Heart Sect and merge.”

“You know that the Demon Heart Sect is the sect behind the Martial Dao Alliance in Kyoto,
and you know the hatred I have for following the Martial Dao Alliance.”

“My girlfriend is still in the hands of that Demon Heart Sect, you said you would help me get
her out.”

Kai questioned at Song Qingping, and that Song Qingping did not seem to be flustered by
this, but instead smiled lightly and said, “Mr. Chen, the matter of Deacon Lu, that is an
internal matter of our Demonic Heart Sect, although we are in a cooperative relationship, it
does not mean that you can interfere in the matters within our sect.”

“I followed the Demonic Heart Sect to cooperate and also to help you get your girlfriend out
as soon as possible, isn’t that bad?”

Song Qingping was still cunningly arguing!

Kai didn’t expect that this Song Qingping would be so shameless, still trying to lie to himself
at this time!

“Song Qingping, you beast with a human face, you let me poison Mr. Chen, before sending
someone to fetch the Ten Thousand Year He Shou Wu, something you did as well, is this
also for the good of Mr. Chen?”

At this time, Zhou Jie walked into the main hall, one hand holding the wall, and said to Song
Qingping with a face full of anger.
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At this moment, Zhou Jie was all tired, her hair was messy, and her face was also very ugly.

Hu Ma Zi took a look at Zhou Jie’s appearance, and a trace of pity actually flashed in his
eyes, even if Zhou Jie had put medicine in their tea, Hu Ma Zi did not hate her at all.

When Song Qingping saw Zhou Jie come out, his face instantly turned cold, all in a
murderous aura, he said, “How dare you betray me, I asked you to give them the scattered
energy water, why didn’t you do it and lie to me about it?”

“She didn’t lie to you, she did put that scattering power water in our tea, only I am
invulnerable to all poisons, that what scattering power water, has no effect on me.”

Kai said with a cold smile.

Zhou Jie looked at Kai, and then lowered her head in shame, she had ended up putting the
Dissipative Energy Water in Kai’s tea with them, which made Zhou Jie feel ashamed to see
Kai again!

“I didn’t expect you to have this kind of physique.”

Song Qingping grimaced, now that it had been made clear, Song Qingping knew that he
couldn’t pretend any longer!

“There’s a lot more you don’t know ……”

With that, a burst of terrifying aura began to erupt from Kai’s body!

Seeing this, Song Qingping couldn’t help but snort coldly, “Kai, with your current skills, you’re
no match for me at all.”



“And don’t you forget that this is the Demon Spirit Sect, it’s my territory, so it’s best for you to
stay out of our Demon Spirit Sect’s affairs.”

“I can let you go now, and whether you go to save your girlfriend or go to Penglai Island, I
can continue to offer you help.”

“But if you insist on meddling in the affairs of our Demon Spirit Sect, then don’t blame me
for being ungracious.”

Song Qingping did not panic as he faced Kai.

“I’m no match for you? Is that narcissism on your part?”

Kai said with a cold smile.

“Narcissism?” Song Qingping snorted coldly, then a terrifying aura erupted from his body,
instantly suppressing the aura from Kai’s body, “This time, do you still think I’m narcissistic?
I can become this Vice Patriarch not only by means, but also by strength later on.”

“The peak of a Grand Martial Marquis?”

Kai frowned slightly, he didn’t expect this Song Qingping to be so strong, to be at the peak of
a Grand Martial Marquis.

Everyone else also looked at Song Qingping in shock, even that Deacon Lu was full of
surprise!

It was obvious that for so many years, they had all been deceived by that Song Qingping, no
one knew his true strength!

“What? Afraid? If you’re afraid, then leave obediently, I won’t make things difficult for you,
and I won’t force you to stay with that Blood Devil’s flesh.”

Song Qingping was full of contempt as he looked at Kai and said indifferently!

Kai frowned slightly, this Song Qingping was talking to him about cooperation, in order to
obtain the Blood Demon’s flesh!



But at this moment, Song Qingping did not want the Blood Demon’s flesh, which made Kai
feel a little surprised!

But no matter what, Kai could not afford to leave!

“You’re really too crazy, don’t you know that the seven Great Martial Martial Marquises of the
Martial Dao Alliance, and even the Martial Saint Artifacts in attendance, were all killed by me
as well?”

“With just a mere peak Grand Martial Marquis like you, you dare to be so arrogant ah.”

“That Ning Zhi who suddenly appeared, you should know him, even he only had to run for his
life when he saw me.”

Kai sneered.

“Don’t compare that fool to me, if he didn’t have the soul of the Lord Demon Ambassador
inside him, what would he be?”

“I want everyone to know that even without the augmentation of the soul spirit, I am still
able to break through the rank of Grand Martial Marquis and reach the rank of Martial Saint.”

Song Qingping was so full of disdain that he didn’t even put Ning Zhi in his eyes!

The reason he treated Ning Zhi with such respect was also because of that Demon Envoy’s
soul spirit inside Ning Zhi!

“The heavens will make him mad if they want him to perish, I see your time of death has
come ……”

Said Kai, a burst of coldness emanating from his cold eyes!
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“Don’t break my great hall, I’ll wait for you outside ……”

Having said that, that Song Qingping actually walked out slowly with his hands behind his
back, those few cronies following close behind!

“Damn, this guy is too tugging, I’ll meet him.”

Looking at that Song Qingping’s tugging look, Jiang Wei was a bit restless.

“Brother Jiang, no need to be angry, I’ll do it.”

Kai smiled lightly!

At this moment, Kai had the Dragon Cutting Sword in his hand, so even if he was facing the
peak of the Great Martial Marquis, he was not afraid at all anymore.

Everyone walked out of the hall, and as Hu Ma Zi walked out of the hall, he couldn’t help but
sneak a glance at Zhou Jie!

He wanted to go up and comfort Zhou Jie, but he didn’t know how to do it!

When he arrived in the courtyard of the Demon Spirit Sect, Kai followed Song Qingping and
stood opposite each other!

A powerful aura suddenly erupted as he saw Song Qingping slowly raise his hand!

Boom!

With him as the centre, a huge force, like a tsunami, rushed towards Kai!

A wild wind swept through the entire secret realm, and the whole mysterious realm
trembled!

The bricks on the ground all became torn apart and the houses shook as if the secret realm
was about to collapse!

Feeling the terrifying power, everyone hid far away and watched in silence!



“The peak of the Great Martial Marquis, it really is powerful ……”

Kai couldn’t help but frown slightly as he felt the explosive pressure all around him!

“Haha, Kai, if you only think that this is the power of the peak of a Grand Martial Marquis on
my part alone, then you are very wrong.”

“This is a secret realm, one that has laws, and I am the one who made the laws.”

As Song Qingping spoke, by the chaotic space of the four laws, an invisible force came in,
just like a huge mountain, constantly pressing towards Kai!

The floor tiles beneath Kai’s feet directly collapsed, and the bones in his body made a
cackling sound!

At this moment, Kai understood that in this mysterious realm, Song Qingping was like one of
those masters of formations, after setting up a formation, one’s strength would increase
greatly inside, and he could also adjust it at any time.

Although this secret realm was not created by Song Qingping, but Song Qingping had lived
in this secret realm for many years, so he must know the laws of it!

Kai’s face slowly began to change, and his body trembled slightly.

If he just resisted that Song Qingping’s power hard, Kai was confident, but this Song
Qingping had even the power of the laws in the secret realm, which made Kai a bit
overwhelmed.

But soon, Kai felt that this power was very familiar!

When Kai was travelling through that chaotic space, he also needed to grit his teeth and
carry this power!

This was the power of the laws, and this should be the case that the bigger the secret realm,
the stronger the power of the laws would be!

Looking at Kai’s slightly trembling body, Song Qingping couldn’t help but sneer, “The outside
world has really overestimated your strength, I wonder why someone would like this flesh of
yours.”



“Kai, I said, I won’t kill you, don’t you meddle in our Demon Spirit Sect’s affairs, or else I’ll tear
you apart with a wave of my hand and a huge force.”

Song Qingping was still thinking of reconciling with Kai, just don’t start a conflict!

Kai’s flesh was something that the great powers had their eyes on, Song Qingping had no
way to get at it, and when the time came, even if he fought, he would still be afraid.

He was afraid of getting into Kai’s flesh, so Song Qingping didn’t want to follow Kai into a
fight!

As long as Kai left, whether he saved his girlfriend or went to Penglai Island, there were
good traps waiting for him, so Song Qingping wasn’t in a hurry to deal with Kai!

“Hmph, a mere force of laws, I can carry it.”

Kai finished speaking, and with a fierce shout, the Dragon Chopper Sword instantly
appeared in his hand!

The Chopping Dragon Sword slashed out, causing a vision of heaven and earth, an
incomparably fierce sword Qi that went straight for that Song Qingping.

Seeing this, Song Qingping hurriedly made a side turn, dodging Kai’s sharp sword qi.
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“You’re actually still capable of fighting back?”

Song Qingping looked at Kai with some surprise.

But just then, a painful wail rang out from behind Song Qingping!



When Song Qingping turned to look, he found that several of his cronies had already been
injured by the sword qi at this moment, and the heaviest one had already had his body
severed by Kai’s sharp sword qi!

They had chosen to betray the Demon Spirit Sect and follow Song Qingping, but they didn’t
want to end up like this!

Song Qingping himself had not expected that Kai’s sword would injure the cronies behind
him!

If he had known that, he would not have dodged and stopped that sword qi just now.

But now it was too late, as several of his carefully trained cronies were about to die
tragically under Kai’s sword at this moment!

He had no idea how many of them were sincere in their obedience, knowing that they would
be Song Qingping’s pawns to take control of the Demon Spirit Sect.

Song Qingping slowly turned his head and looked at Kai with cold eyes!

Kai, on the other hand, smiled faintly as a golden glow emanated from his body, illuminating
the entire Demon Spirit Sect!

The power of the Laws was certainly strong, it was just a pity that the secret realm of this
Demon Spirit Sect was too small, so even if Song Qingping had mobilised the power of the
Laws, Kai was still able to resist it by relying on his strong physical body.

One had to know that Kai had walked into the chaotic space and that kind of power amidst
the turbulence had been carried off by Kai!

“No need to look at me like that, you’ll be just like them in no time.”

Kai said indifferently.

“Kai, I really underestimated you, I didn’t expect you to be able to resist even this power of
law.”

“Looks like I’m going to get real with you today.”



Song Qingping’s face was full of fierceness, and an icy killing intent radiated from his pair of
eyes!

This fellow had a murderous intent towards Kai!

Because he felt a threat, a threat of death, from Kai’s body!

“Did you just joke about that?” The corner of Kai’s mouth lifted, “Sorry, I was just warming up
as well, except that a few of your lackeys are really indisputable.”

“You ……”

Song Qingping almost didn’t die of anger, knowing that these cronies of his were all high
ranking members of the Demon Spirit Sect, and could all be Great Martial Marquis in
strength.

To be injured by Kai’s sword was also because it was simply not expected that Kai’s sword
qi would suddenly head towards them!

After all, Kai was suppressed by the power of the Laws, so who would have thought that he
would still have the ability to fight back?

And who would have thought that Song Qingping would dodge when that sword was
heading towards him?

All these coincidences caused several of Song Qingping’s cronies to be directly injured by
Kai’s sword energy!

“Kai, in this secret realm, under the power of this law, I am the master here, I will let you
know the price of arrogance.”

As Song Qingping finished speaking, his body disappeared in a flash, his speed as fast as it
could be!

Kai’s brow furrowed, for at this moment, even his eyes could not accurately capture that
Song Qingping’s figure!

Song Qingping’s speed was too fast, so fast that Kai’s eyes and brain could not keep up!



Seeing this, Kai could only close his eyes, and his divine sense instantly radiated out.

Soon, Kai found that Song Qingping had reached his side, and immediately afterwards, he
smashed his fist out towards Song Qingping!

The golden fist emitted light, and the entire void trembled under this punch!

Unfortunately, the punch was still too slow, the fist directly brushed against Song Qingping’s
body, while Song Qingping twisted his body and punched Kai heavily on his left waist.

Boom!

Kai was hit by a punch and his body couldn’t help but take a few steps backwards!

And that Song Qingping stood his body still and looked at Kai with a cold smile!


